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The Deviant Standard 

Rigorous preparation for volatile markets  

Summary 
A slightly abbreviated update this evening, but we cover the important aspects of 

preparing for Friday’s general market expectations and model portfolio management.  

We’ll have more comprehensive analysis over the weekend. 

Markets on Thursday 
The rally has to be fake!  Well, doesn’t it? Look at the evidence: 

1. Even the bulls were starting to capitulate and concede that they might wait to 

buy some things cheaper later.  

2. Many of our signals were starting to confirm the move. 

3. And then there’s the clincher: light volume.  When we get a big rally on light 

volume that contracts other signs, it has to be bogus. 

If you are confident in that view, then the only advice I would give you is calculate ahead 

of time how much you’re willing to lose if you’re wrong and take steps to not lose more 

than that.   

Here’s what I think: my outlook for what the markets would today was wrong.  Period.  

Full stop.  A fake 3% rally and a real 3% rally will do equal damage to a trading account 

positioned short.  So let’s be intellectually honest and ask the questions that matter: 

1. Since our outlook for today was wrong, do we need to revise our broader 

outlook? 

2. Since our outlook for today was wrong, do we need to change the way that we 

develop a perspective on markets? 

3. How do we prepare for tomorrow. 

No permanent damage was done today, so we will address the first two questions over 

the weekend.  We should always be asking ourselves these questions, but we should also 

make sure to reflect on them in the right atmosphere to avoid deluding ourselves with 

facile answers.  Another reason that we can defer these questions is that nothing that 

happened Thursday is inconsistent with our well-researched opinion that the broader 

trend is down.   

As we address the third question, we observe that the one thing that was inconsistent 

with Thursday’s markets is the perspective that a zig-zag correction ended wave (ii) at 
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Dow 10046.  And it is now possible to count a double zig-zag complete at Thursday’s 

high.  Our recent experience should tell us that this is insufficient to predict that the next 

move would be down.  Due to time constraints, I’ll direct you to today’s blog entries for 

the possible count and why it’s reasonable.  The rest of our outlook is discussed in the 

next section. 

Outlook for Friday 
We may know everything we need to by the open.  If futures move significantly overnight 

and we have significant gaps tomorrow then it will likely dictate the direction of the day.  

The ability to oscillate between significant up days and significant down days indicates 

that marginal buyers and sellers lack conviction (and day-to-day memory).  Breadth on 

Thursday seems to convey the same message: people will buy anything or sell anything if 

market direction sends the right signals. 

Without that signal, we have to rely on our other tools.  Here’s the challenge with relying 

on wave count: even though we can count complete, we can continue to go higher and 

be consistent with a broader bearish view: 

 We should stay under 10,314.91 if our count of (i) complete at 9,758 is good. 

 We could head up over 11,000 if 9,758 represents the completion of the first 5 

waves down from  April. 

And of course, we can imagine ways to count things bullish.  The situation we need to 

avoid is continually staying in trades each time our assumptions prove false because 

there’s a reasonable way to imagine trade turning down again.  In my experience, when a 

count is violated, one can usually find a convenient count that supports staying in.  

Conversely, we don’t want to be trigger happy exiting trades when a day goes against 

expectations.  The trick here is exiting the trade when risk parameters presumed at the 

time of the trade are violated.   

Shorter-term trades I placed presuming the top was in on Wednesday, were exited 

promptly at Dow 10,064 as discussed last night.  Other longer-term trades that presume 

we’re in a longer-term down move I’m still in, even though some of those trades were 

entered on Wednesday near the high.  I pressed those positions today.  I will exit those 

positions above Dow 10315. 

So from a wave perspective,  look for any turn down to have an impulsive look.  Action 

downward that doesn’t count impulsive should be watched carefully since it might 

indicate that the correction is not complete.  If we do not turn down, then the behavior 

of  the wave action needs to be studied to determine where we’re going.  I’ll want to 

figure out whether it’s most likely that we’ll complete a corrective wave structure short 

of 10,314.91 or not.  That will drive the outlook.   In this case, our EWT outlook coincides 

with our expectations based on gaps.   
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Swing Trade Model Portfolio 
I’ll get to a full update on model portfolio performance over the weekend to focus time 

preparing to manage the portfolio on Friday.   

We took stops in: 

 AGO 

 AKR 

 AEO 

 APOL 

 ERTS 

 LZB 

We also established a short position in GS. 

New positions added to the portfolio today: 

 IN 

 MCD 
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Symbol Position Entry 
Date 

Entry Close Comments 

A Short 6/1/10 $32.15  Stop @ $30.50 

AB Short 5/28/10 $28.75  Stop at $28.30 

AEG Short 6/8/10 $5.20  Stop @ $5.60 

BCO Short 6/2/10 $22.20  Stop @ $21.05 

BKE Short 5/28/10 $35.75  Stop @ $35.00 

BSX Short 6/1/10 $6.07  Stop @ $5.80 

CBI Short 6/1/10 $19.00  Stop @ 18.50 

CCJ Short 6/8/10 $22.40  Stop @ $25.00 

CIT Short 5/28/10 $37.00  Stop @ $36.75 

CMCSA Short 5/28/10 $18.10  Stop @ $18.50 

COCO Short 6/7/10 $12.50  Stop @ $12.15 

CSE Short 6/2/10 $4.40  Stop @ $4.75 

GS Short 6/10/10 $135.00   

IN Short 6/9/10 $10.34  Stop @ $10.75 

JWN Short 6/1/10 $39.50  Stop @ $38.00 

LDK Short 5/28/10 $6.00  Stop @ $6.00 

LEA Short 6/8/10 $65.50  Stop @ $68.50 

LZB Short 6/1/10 $11.60  Stop @ $11.25 

MCD Short 6/1/10 $68.45  Stop @ $69.50 

MTU Short 6/7/10 $4.65  Stop @ $4.75 

NARA Short 6/8/10 $7.94  Stop at $8.30 

NE Short 6/8/10 $26.90  Stop @ $30.10 

NTES Short 6/7/10 $30.99  Stop @ $31.10 

SF Short 6/2/10 $49.00  Stop @ $47.40 

SIGM Short 6/10/10 $10.00  Stop @  $10.10 

TDW Short 6/7/10 $40.00  Stop @ $42.00 

WU Short 6/8/10 $15.10  Stop @ $16.10 
Table 1 - Model Portfolio open positions 

Update on Prior Trade Ideas 
Most of our trades poised to break to new lows remain on the cusp of technical 

breakdowns.  Some even look to be set up better with the slight bounce.  If we break 

down tomorrow, many of these could fall hard below long-term support.  If we continue 

moving up on the day then these trades won’t likely trigger. 

 ETP - Will be removed from watch list. 

 MS – Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $24.75 

 ONXX – Continue watching for a break of cited support at $21.80 

 PC – Continue watching for break of cited support at $12.30 
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 XOM – Will be removed. 

 NVS  - Will be removed. 

 AUO Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $8.65 

 QLGC Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $16.25 

 SPIL Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $5.20 

 ABFS Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $20.00 

 CS Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $36.30 

 IPI Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $21.00 

 MCO Continue watching for a break of cited support  at $18.50 

 Look for a break below $24.00 

New Trade Ideas 
 ZGEN: Inverted cup & Handle setup.  Short on a break below $4.05 

 TM: Inverted cup & Handle setup.  Short on a break below $69.20 

 TSP: Inverted cup & Handle setup.  Short on a break below $10.60 

Calendar 
 

U.S. Economic Events World Economic Events Market Events 

Fri. 8:30a Retail Sales 
9:55a Consumer 

Sentiment 
10:00a Business Inventories 

 

2:45a French CPI 
4:30a UK Industrial 

Production 
4:30a UK PPI 

 

BMO Earnings: 
CHBT, LAKE 

TBD Earnings: KAD, 
CLMDY 

TBD China New 
Borum (BORN)  
IPO to price 

TBD Film 
Department 
Holdings (TFDI) 
IPO to price 

 

Table 2- Upcoming Events (all times EDT ) 


